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GUANGDONG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SIGNS MOU IN DELHI TO BOOST INDIA
TRADE



INDONESIA ISSUES ISLAMICIST PIRATE WARNING TO SHIPPING TRAVERSING
SULU SEA



SECURITY TOPS TIACA AGENDA AS AIR CARGO SECTOR WAKES UP TO
CYBERCRIME



E-COMMERCE DRIVES CROSS BORDER TRADE – AIR CARGO HAD TO CATCH UP
BETTER



DHL opens 90,000-square metre super automated warehouse in Singapore



Air transport, logistics helps to victims of Ecuador's massive quake

Guangdong Chamber of Commerce signs MoU in Delhi to boost
India trade

PURSUANT to the national "Make in India" slogan, the Guangdong Chamber of
Commerce in India signed two MoUs (Memoranda of Understanding) in New Delhi,
one with Alpha Test House and another with China Trade Forum at Hotel Pride Plaza
for the promotion of trade and industry between India and China.
The first MoU was signed by Silkroad Development Holdings CEO Cindy Yu and
Alpha Test House CEO Dipesh Gupta CEO as well as another MoU was signed by Ms
Yu and Anurag Pahuja, CEO of China Trade Forum.
The event was inaugurated under the lighting of the lamp ceremony by Ms Yu and
Guang Dong Electric Chamber of Commerce secretary general Paul Chow, reports
India's Pocket News Alert.
The aim is to increase the trade between India and China and to strive to create
conducive environment for both the business communities of India and China.
Silkroad Development Holdings was founded with a mission to follow PM Modi's
initiative 'Make in india' Silkroad, having the Sample Centres as one of the unique
concept and pillar of the business caters the buyers with majority of high quality and
cost effective products by Chinese manufacturers under one roof.
Being one of the most demanded sector we took a step ahead by shaking the hands
with Alpha Test Lab to ease the process of getting BIS certification for Chinese
manufacturers.
Said Alpha Test House's Mr Gupta: "I would like to thank you for getting us this
opportunity to become their key channel partners in India for testing various
products that are being imported from China and other countries."

Indonesia issues Islamicist pirate warning to shipping traversing Sulu Sea
INDONESIAN maritime authorities are issuing piracy warnings to shipping, fearing its coast line bordering the
Philippines will become as pirate infested as the waters off Somalia.
Fears were ignited after a series of kidnappings by pirates affiliated with Islamacist paramilitaries, adding that the route
carries US$40 billion worth of cargo each year.
The route is taken by fully laden supertankers from the Indian Ocean that cannot use the crowded Malacca Strait.
Concerns over maritime attacks by suspected Islamist militants are disrupting the coal trade, with at least two
Indonesian coal ports suspending shipments to the Philippines.
Up to 18 Indonesians and Malaysians have been kidnapped in three attacks on tugboats in Philippine waters by groups
suspected of ties to the Abu Sayyaf militant network.
Abu Sayyaf, which has posted videos on social media pledging allegiance to Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria, has
demanded PHP50 million (US$1.06 million) to free the Indonesian crew.
The foreign ministers of Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines will meet in Jakarta to discuss the possibility of joint
patrols
He said the armed forces chiefs of the three countries would hold talks in Jakarta on May 3.
The navy is increasing patrols around Indonesia's borders with Malaysia and the Philippines "to prevent acts of piracy
and hijacking
The Kuala Lumpur-based Piracy Reporting Centre has also warned ships sailing in the Celebes Sea and northeast of the
Malaysian state of Sabah on the island of Borneo to stay clear of suspicious small vessels.

CYBER security will be one of leading topics at the three-day The International Air Cargo Association (TIACA) convention at the
Margaritaville Resort in Hollywood Beach, Florida from May 24 - 26. One of its provisions includes items that could affect cargo,
including a requirement that, within two years of enactment, that the FAA allow drones to make package deliveries and create
a safety certification programme for operators of drone delivery fleets.
The bill also requires new steps to limit access to secure areas at airports and enhanced vetting of employees with access to
those areas. The senate bill is much different from FAA reauthorisation legislation under consideration by the House of
Representatives.
Mr Kerlikowske was the first, and only, CBP Commissioner to be approved by the US Senate during the Obama Administration
and has been in charge of the agency since March 2014.
TIACA will also renew its call for greater cooperation in the fight against counterfeit goods
New TIACA position paper calls for rights holders, service providers, and regulators to come together and adopt a multipronged approach.
Goods that infringe Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) account for a growing proportion of international trade, estimated at over
US$250 billion by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
"Any potential liability for air cargo industry members should be limited to instances where air cargo operators have actual
knowledge of receiving or handling IPR infringing goods and have failed to take action based on that knowledge," he said.

E-commerce drives cross-border trade - air cargo had better catch up

THE air cargo industry is being urged to make greater use of technology in the digital era, using e-commerce to
propel business growth.
This would aid and development, improve communication with clients and partners and tap into the growing
cross-border trade the way Alibaba has done.
This will drive demand for air freight, but at the same time e-commerce requires the air cargo industry to make
changes
Sellers and buyers need quick response times, flexible services, complete visibility from pick up to delivery.
Air freight companies need to integrate more with other logistics companies, market places and transactions. IT
capabilities will be very important in the future."
Alibaba marketplaces were experiencing bottlenecks with air freight, due to restrictions on products with
batteries, liquids and powders.
"So I don't know if you have any solutions on this, because the volumes are huge. And with these restrictions a
lot of the time we have to switch to sea freight," he said.
FedEx executive vice-president Raj Subramaniam said e-commerce was driving significant change in the air
cargo status-quo, from shipment sizes to customer profiles.
The customer definition is changing. You now have micro-multinationals, or even individual sellers, looking at
the marketplace on a global basis. And instead of just shippers we now have to worry more about the recipient
Co-founder of Strategic Aviation Solutions International, Stan Wraight said: "We're seeing the stagnation in
general cargo, and the rapid decline in consolidations and their viability for freight forwarders and scheduled
airlines. On the other hand, everything to do with post and express is growing at double and triple digits."
Cathay Pacific's: "We already do a lot of consolidation for e-commerce companies on behalf of the integrators.
So we're in it. But for us it's really how we can be efficient as possible for those doing the end-to-end, door-todoor, last-mile stuff ?we're not going to get involved in that final-mile game."

Air transport, logistics helps to
victims of Ecuador's massive
quake

THE air transport and logistics industries have
joined the relief efforts to help victims of the 7.8
magnitude quake in Ecuador that has already
claimed 450 lives and injured 2,500 people.

GERMANY's DHL Supply Chain has opened an
Advanced Regional Centre (ARC) in Singapore
featuring automation systems with advanced
robotics, the company announced.
The 90,000-square metre facility, which
increases the logistics firm's warehousing
footprint on the island by 40 per cent, uses 130
robotic shuttles to pick and store products from
72,000 locations spread across 26 levels.
DHL believes this will improve picking efficiency
20 per cent and utilise 40 per cent less space
than conventional warehousing operations.
The company said that the facility would act as
a model for the future of warehousing in landscarce countries and dense cities where land
availability is limited and expensive.
"We see the Asian region as a swift adopter of
technologies for enhanced productivity and
efficiency," said Deutsche Post DHL chief
executive Frank Appel.
"By 2020, Asia will constitute 30 per cent of our
total revenue. Facilities like the Advanced
Regional Center offer a ready model of
innovations that reduce complexity, improve
accuracy and maximise opportunities for
productivity gains," he said.
The facility also boasts clean rooms for life
sciences and healthcare businesses, specialised
infrastructure for aerospace operations and
customised storage solutions for managing
service parts for technology customers.
DHL is not the only logistics company to be
expanding its presence in Singapore. Earlier this
year, Kuehne + Nagel also opened a new facility
on the island.

Deutsche Post DHL sent its Disaster Response
Team (DRT) to Manta and its volunteers will provide
pro-bono

logistics

support

at

Eloy

Alfaro

International Airport in the city, reported London's
Air Cargo News.
They will coordinate incoming international aid,
preparing it for onwards transportation to quake-hit
zones.
Relief

organisation

Airlink,

comprising

35

commercial and charter airlines and providing a
link between aviation and humanitarian groups, is
also assisting in the transportation of personnel.
This includes a response team from All Hands
Volunteers, and personnel from Waves for Water,
who will provide access to clean water for those in
need.

